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TeligentEMS Adds UV Curing Machines
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Conformal coating
offers many advantages for increasing product
reliability in harsh
environments. However, there are
often components
or parts of a printed circuit board
assembly (PCBA)
that can’t be conformal coated
either because of The new UV curing machines can cure a UV mask in seconds, enabling PCBAs
incompatibility
to be masked and cured In one day.
with the process or
because that part
of the PCBA needs to remain accessible. Typiday. Additionally, the machines semically, these areas are masked with tape or
automate the masking process reducing the
masking material. It is a time-consuming protime needed to apply the liquid mask. The
cess because curing the masking requires 24
syringe dispensers are easier to control which
hours. If the mask is not fully cured conformal
minimizes clean-up.
coating can leach into the masked area.
“We initially brought a machine in on trial
TeligentEMS has solved this issue by adding
and found that the throughput improvements
ultraviolet (UV) Dymax Bluewave 3.0 curing
we achieved would recoup the cost of the
machines that cure a UV mask in seconds, elimmachine in a few months. We are evaluating
inating the queue time and enabling the
(Continued on page 2)
PCBAs to be masked and cured in the same

Holiday Message
As 2017 comes to close, we look back on a year
where our company was challenged and continued to
improve. We are excited about the opportunities we see in 2018 and will
continue to raise the bar in terms of innovation and responsiveness.
I’d like to wish you and yours a very Merry Christmas
and a healthy and Happy New Year.
Chris Eldred
President and CEO

Material Shortages to Continue in 2018
Supply chain management will continue to
be challenging in 2018. While TeligentEMS’ TPOTS and PossibleX 2.0 systems help provide real-time visibility in
materials status and options for components with limited availability, there will
likely be some issues. Addressing this challenge requires close communication and a
highly proactive approach.
What We Know
“We are seeing both lead-time and cost
increases in passives. Our largest concern
is with Vishay fixed resistors and Panasonic thick film resistors. Our distributors are
reporting lead-times in excess of 83
weeks for Vishay. Panasonic has announced allocation for thick film resistors
and price increases. In ceramics, TDK and
Murata have extended lead-times out to
over 40 weeks on larger case sizes,” said
Jerry Guon, TeligentEMS’ Director of Materials.

TeligentEMS’ systems provide a visibility/flexibility option in the current materials market.

equipment manufacturers (OEM) can take
to minimize the potential of supply chain
disruption including:
•

How Can the Impact be Minimized?
TeligentEMS’ team continues to look for
viable alternatives at the time of quote
and/or at the time of purchase. Its systems also provide the flexibility to manage the supply chain of individual components with unique requirements. This provides the ability to purchase specific parts,
either with earlier delivery to ensure continuity of supply or in higher quantities for
better price or lifetime buy, with no impact to the rest of the bill of material
(BOM).
There are a number of steps that original

Be responsive on requests for approvals of alternate components from the
TeligentEMS team

•

Provide as much advance notice as
possible on new products in your engineering pipeline

•

Consider involving TeligentEMS’ team
in the component selection process
during actual product development for
feedback on the availability trends
associated with components under
evaluation

•

Increase your forecast windows to the
timeframe recommended by TeligentEMS’ program management team

•

Consider providing a range of
acceptable pricing that will allow
TeligentEMS’ team to tie down limited availability components that
are increasing in price.

“We are striving to push back on price
increases, but there are some situations
where parts are available at increased
price and the companies that place an
order get the available stock. In those
situations, a delay in placing the order
may translate to no parts available.
Teamwork and trust is critical in addressing this challenging market. With
this type of proactive approach, our
systems give us a visibility/flexibility
advantage in this market,” added Mr.
Guon.

UV Cure
(Continued from page 1)

use of these machines for masking done
in wave solder and reflow processes, as
well,” said Ken Gamber, TeligentEMS’
Engineering Manager.
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Previously, the conformal coating area
used a combination of boots, taping and
liquid mask for areas that couldn’t be
conformally coated. The new UV cure
liquid mask will replace the previous liq-

uid mask process and some of the tape
process. If a PCBA has large area that
needs to be masked, taping is still more
efficient.

TeligentEMS Featured in Circuits Assembly Magazine

Jerry Guon, TeligentEMS’ Director of Materials
and Chris Eldred, TeligentEMS’ President and
CEO authored an article on supply chain disruption minimization strategies that appeared
in the October 2017 issue of Circuits Assembly. Read the full article here.

